BE A SPONSOR FOR
explore the
WORLD OF WORK
job shadowing program

UT DALLAS | CAREER CENTER

WHAT IS THE EXTERNSHIP/JOB SHADOWING PROGRAM?
Formal job shadowing program for undergraduate students, giving them an opportunity to explore the “World of Work”
Held during Spring Break 2016 (Mar. 14-18)
As a program sponsor, you agree to host an extern for 1-5 days (unpaid)
You will arrange activities for your externs:
  • facility tours
  • informational interviews
  • staff meetings
  • observance of client activities
  • learning organizational policies and procedures
  • reviewing organizational literature
  • assisting with actual projects
  • completing office tasks, etc.

HOW CAN MY ORGANIZATION BENEFIT?
FREE exposure and increased visibility to UT Dallas students
Simple way to build and maintain relationships with the UT Dallas Career Center

HOW CAN I SIGN UP?
Click here to complete your interest form TODAY!
Sponsor Interest Form Deadline: Monday, Jan. 4, 2016

QUESTIONS?
Lauren Lilly
Employer Events Coordinator
lauren.lilly@utdallas.edu
972-883-4271